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NEW MEXICO AT THE
IRRIGATION CONGRESS.

LEAVES

Mills is Taking Great
terest in the Pueblo Gathering
in September.

Governor

pun

gress has been in extensive

on Land and Timber Matters for Territory.

BRUTAL

ARE MUCH DELIGHTED.

In-

Pueblo, Colo., June 11. The secretary of the board of control of the

Will Work for Statehood, and Eighteenth National Irrigation

BOTH FIGHTING PUGS

STILL TALKING
STATEHOOD

Con-

corres-

pondence with Governor W. J. Mills
of New Mexico in regard to representation at the congress,: Pueblo, Colo.,!
1910, with most enSeptember
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Senators Confident That En- Suffocated in Trunk Thai
Was Sunk to Bottom of
abling Act Is Slated for
Next Week
Lake Como
MAYCREATEJUJlillSSION

STARTLING

President Taf t Insists on Regulation of Stock and Bon J

Husband Has Disappeared and
Russian Is Under Arrest by
Italian Police
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son of Isaac Blum.

MEXICO RAILROADS TO OPERATE THEIR OWN SLEEPERS.

El Paso, Texas, - June 11. Isaac
Blum, who says that he lives in
Juarez, was arrested by. Customs Officers Gregerson, Heflin and Bernard on
a charge of smuggling opium into the
United States. He swam the river
with 35 cans of opium in his possession, it is charged. He was apprehended by the officers and taken to
etatir -- on1 lntor hefore
iun
u
Commissioner George B. Oliver, who
fixed the prisoners bond . at ?,ouu.
t
uuUl
me case was
to
allow the prisonMonday morning,
er to obtain counsel.

Will Refuse to Pay Further Tribute
to the Pullman Company as United States is Doing.
According to a
said
to. emanate
persistent rumor,,
form reliable quarters, the National
Railways of Mexico will in the near
future acquire and operate their own
Mexico, June 11

.

sleepers. Whether the change proposed is due to difficulties with the Pullman Comnanv cannot be said. The
policy of the National Lines in the
ownership and management of which
the Mexican government is the chief HEIKE AND GEBRACHT
UP FOR SENTENCE.
factor, is thorough Mexicanization of
every department and the operation
of their own sleepers may be merely Sugar Trust Employes However Given
an outgrowth of this. On the Vera
August to Perfect
system, sleepers owned
Appeal.
by the railroad company have been in
New York,' June 10, Notice of fur- in connection with
operation for some time.
, ther prosecution
the sugar weighing frauds was given
OF

pupu

Cruz-Mexic-

-

o

KEEPING TRACK
ROOSEVELT

.

BY WIRELESS.
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American Sugar Refining Company,
He Was Engaged Today on Board of and Ernest W. Gebracht, superintendShip Dictating Manuscripts and
ent of the Williamsburg refinery, who
Receiving Messages.
were found guilty yesterday, appeared before the court for sentence.
On Board Kaiserln Augusta Vic- Judga Martin suspended sentence untoria, June 11. (By Wireless) Mr. til August 30, pending an appeal.
Rosevelt engaged today in dictating
mauscripts. During the day he receiv- GIFFORD PINCHOT WILL
MAKE FIGHTING SPEECH.
ed many wireless messages of fareweland
expressing
well from England
Had
Better
Leaders
come from friends in the United Republican
States.
Tremble When He Turns His
Vocal Guns on Them.
HOWARD PAYNE COLLEGE
St. Paul, June 11 Gifford Pinchot
ABOLISHES FOOT BALL, will make a "Fighting Speech" tonight
at the "Conservation Banquet" 'ten- 11.
dered by the St. Paul Roosevelt club
The
June
Brownwood, Texas,
board of directors of Howard Payne to Mr. Pinchot. Accompanied by for- college yesterday voted unanimously mer Secretary Garfield Mr. Pinchot
arrived here this morning.
to abolish foot ball.

Special to the New Mexican.
June 11. Andrews,
Washington.
Catron, Hopewell and family, and
others of the statehood boomers were
at the White House, today. Various
Senators predict that the statehood
bill will be considered
next week,
Curry meets with the Roosevelt reception committee at New York on Mon-an- d
day and will then return to Washing-plaine- d
ton. Governor Mills has been granted
leave to come to Washington and is
expected next week to take a hand
in the statehood fight,
Railroad Commission Planned.
WaoMtlo.t

.

,ha
result of President Taft's insistence
that the railroad bill include some provision looking to the control of new
issues of stocks and bonds by railroad
companies it was decided at a White
House conference todav to add a paragraph to the bill providing for a commission to investigate and report to
the next session of Congress the bept
means of dealing with this situation.
The bill was prepared at the instance of the interstate commerce
commission and is directed against the
Union Stock Yards and Transit Com- pany, the Chicago Junction Railway
Company, Chicago Junction Railway
and Stock Company and Louis Pfalzer
and Sons.
Arbitration of El Chamizal Agreed to.
Washington, June 11. Mexico hps
agreed to the terms of arbitration
proposed by the United States for the
settlement of the Chamizal controversy. The controversy was over the
question of the boundary between this
country and Mexico in the vicinity of
T.

M

-

-

El Paso.
Senor de la Barra, the Mexican am- fcassador, informed Secretary Knox
of Mexico's acceptance of the arbitra- tion agreement. The terms of the
proposition have been defined only in
a. general tentative form.
A Canadian
Jurist, whose name has not yet been
announced, it is said, will be the ar- -

bitrator.
The zone includes all the southern
portion of the city of El Paso and
contains about 5,000 American inhabitants. Its value has been estimated
at $5,000,000.
Unions Can Be Prosecuted as Illegal
Trusts.
Washington, June 11. The action
of the Senate committee on appropriation in striking out of the sundry
civil bill the House provision direct- ing that no part of the money approt
priated for enforcing the
laws shall be utilized in the prosecution of combinations looking to the
increase of wages, the shortening of
hours and the betterment of the conditions of labor, was sustained by the
Senate today. The vote was 34 to 16.
-

CRIMINAL MYSTERY

Wilmington. Del., June 11
Mrs.
Mary Scott Castle Charlton
whose
body was found in a trunk in Lake
Como, was married in Wilmington on
March 12, to Porter Charlton. So far
as known the couple came here mere-- j
ly 'ong enough to get married.
Suffocated in Trunk.
The post mortem examination
revealed that the woman died from suffocation. The victim apparently expired some time after being placed
in the trunk. Ispolatoff was arrested
because the day before the murder
he made inquiries of fishermen concerning the depths of the lake spot
where the trunk was found. There is
unusual mystery about the affair. The
disappearance of the husband and the
circumstances of brutality developed
by the postmortem, combine to give
the case absorbing interest.
The Mystery Deepens.
Como, Italy, June 11. The police
are bending all energies to solve the
mysterious murder of the American
woman believed to be Mrs. Porter
Charlton of New York, formerly Mary
Crittenden Scott of San Francisco,
whose body was found in a trunk at
the bottom of Lake Como. Yesterday
detectives believed that Mrs. Scott
met death at. the hands of two men.
Porter Charlton, the young husband,
who was on his wedding trip with his
bride has not been located. Constan-tinIspoltaroff, the Russian who had
been seen frequently with the couple,
is in custody. The man whom the
police particularly desire to find is in
Switzerland where he fled immediateHis name has
ly after the murder.
not been divulged.

Loretto Academy to Close
Thursday Night With
Fine Program
SUCCESSFUL

YEAR

-

Five Pupils Will Receive Eighth

Grade Certificates.

anti-trus-

AS USUAL DEMOCRATS
ARE AT ODDS

Thirty Candidates for Eleven Offices
on the Primary Ticket in Lone

Star State.
Austin, Texas, June 11.

The Democratic state ticket just about to go
to press is an exemplification of the
lack of harmony in the Democratic
camp. The list of candidates is said
to be the longest ever put before the
voters of the state, containing no less
than 30 names for 11 offices. There
are five Democratic gubernatorial candidates in the field; others are: Lieutenant governors, 5; attorney general,
1; comptroller, 5; land commissioners, 2; state treasurer, 2; railroad
commissioner, 4; superintendent of
public instruction, 1; commissioner of
agriculture, 1; judge of the court of
criminal appeals, 3, and associate jus- tic of the
court, 1. All of
Qa
submis- and
sion and
and the Bailey

nanJL

hon

,,L

issue.

Loretto Academy, one of the best
known institutions for girls in the
southwest, will close a very successful
year Thursday , with exercises which
will be held morning
and evening.
The morning' exercises are for the
younger pupils and the evening for
the older ones.
Five pupils will be awarded certificates showing they have finished the
eighth grade. They are:
Miss Rose Mary Bennett, El Paso,
Texas.
Miss Bessie White, Grand Canon,
Arizona.
Miss Margaret Needham, Watrous,
X. M.

Miss Amelia Sena, Santa Fe.
Miss Frances Anaya, Santa Fe.
There will be a number of medalists
and prize winners. The donors of the
medals are the Most. Rev. J. B. Pita-vaarchbishop of the archdiocese of
Santa Fe; the Very Rev. Antonio
Fourchegu, vicar general; Seligman
Brothers; N. Salmon, J. Pflueger, L.
Hersch, Miss N. Karns, Omay, Colo.;
Feeley & Co., Providence, R. I.; Francis 'Seligman Memorial Medal; Loretto Academy and X. B. Cartwright
l,

Brothers.

,rv

Morrniig Program.
The following is the morning

gram:
"Babes in the Woods"

pro-

E. Hoist
THE SEA FINALLY GIVES
Misses E. Kitchen, A. Kitchen, C.
UP ITS DEAD.
J. Hersch, S. Farrell, C.
Hampel, A. Lucero, H. Gurule.
e
Chorus "Everything's Blamed on
Superstructure of
Revealed at Low Tide and
Miss R. Bennett
Me" Piano .
Two Bodies Recovered.
"The Legend of the Mountain FlowmanCalais, France, June ll.-T-he
er"
Miss E. Kitchen
e
ner of the sinking of the French
Minims
"Dance of the Daisies"
Pluviose was revealed today
Miss M. Rudulph.
when the superstructure emerged at "Waltz"
Three Pianos
low tide. A rent fifteen feet long and "Grandma's Glasses"
two feet wide was found stove where
. Little Patty Bradbury
the submerged craft had been struck
"The Spirit of the Age," drama in
by the Channel steamer Pas de Calais, one act:
Two bodies were recovered before the
Dramatis Personae.
rising tide again closed over the June, (Chairman)
Emma Strong
wreck. The Pluviose was sunk with May
Annie Kitchen
her crew of twenty-seve- n
men in the
English channel on May 26th.
(Continued on Page Eight- Sub-Mari-
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JfJUBES
Opportune Rain Alone Saved
Greater Part of City From
Destruction
SIX

BLOCKS

WERE

BURNED

Twenty Acres of Buildings in
Ashes Hurricane Blowing
During the Fire.

j

Seattle June 11. The fire broke
out on the north water front during a
hurricane last night, was carried beyond to the district to the eastward,

thickly covered by wooden buildings,
and in a .short time twenty acres were
ablaze, causing a loss of a million dolj lars and
driving 500 persons homeless
to the streets. The fire, starting at
Railroad avenue and Battery streets,
destroyed all the buildings on six
PROF. PATON WILL
city blocks. When the flames were at
LECTURE AT SANTA FE. their height the
burning brands set
fire to 'houses several blocks distant.
Under Auspices of School of Ameri- Just as the firemen nad begun to decan Archaeology Will Be an
spair of saving the large and populous
Intelectual Treat.
area east of Second avenue, the wind
suddenly abated and a heavy rain beProfessor Lewis B. Paton, Ph. D. gan to fall, materially aiding the fire
of Hartford Theological
Seminary, fighters.
and late director of the American
A tangle of live electric wires in the
School of American Archaeology in streets was a great hindrance to the
Jerusalem, will give an illustrated firemen. On certain planked streets,
lecture at the School of American Ar- wet boards became electrified from
chaeology in this city on October I. broken wires and a number of people
The subject will be "Palestine before severely shocked.
So far as known,
the Hebrew Contest," and will be of only three persons were severely
intense interest. Says Professor Mit- hurt, although a number of firemen
chell Carroll in writing to Judge John were slightly injured.
Sixty horses
R. McFie:
were burned in a stable on Railroad
"True to my promise I am sending avenue. This district was long conyou a copy of the itinerary of Profes-so- sidered a dangerous risk and the inPaton, who is the first lecturer on surance rates were so high that very
the western circuit of the institute. I little was carried in the district. The
trust the date assigned to Santa Fe largest buildings burned were the
is entirely satisfactory and that his Galbraith Bacon warehouses which
lecture may knit more closely the re- covered the entire block bounded by
lations between the institute and the Railroad and Elliott avenues and BatSchool of American Archaeology.
tery and Wall streets. They were
"I cannot tell how deeply I appre- erected last year at a cost of $200,000.
ciate the fine courtesies shown me The Pugot Sound Sheet Metal Works,
during my visit to Santa Fe. Dr. just across the street were also de
Hewett and I have been together sev- stroyed. Most of the buildings burned
eral days planning large things for the were one, two and three story frame
school during the coming months.
structures used as saioons, dwellings
"My visit to Santa Fe and the Puye and lodging houses. Many people rushexcavation has intensified my appreci- ed to the streets in their night clothes
ation of the character and importance not having time to dress before the
of the work you are doing and you onrush of the flames. For a time the
may count on me as a most intense Pacific hospital, directly opposite the
supporter."
hottest part of the fire, was in great
danger and ambulances were rushed
TEXAS FOLLOWS EXAMPLE
from all parts of the city, the patients
OF NEW MEXICO.
being removed as rapidly as possible.
No Loss of Life.
Teachers Must be Able to Give a
Persons reported missing last night
Certificate of Health Before
during the fire turned up rapidly toBeing Employed.
day and it is believed that there was
Dallas, Texas, June 11. A move- no loss of life.
ment rapidly spreading over this state
will have as its result that all school TWO CHINAMEN ORDERED
teachers before they can be employDEPORTED AT DEMING.
ed must submit a physician's certificate attesting to their good health. Deming Water Company
Replaces
Gasoline Engine. With Thirty
Many cities and counties are already
Horse Power Motor.
enforcing this rule and it is expected
now that the state school authorities
will take steps leading to the general
Deming, X. M., June 11. Bernardo
adoption of this measure. The com- Duran was arrested Thursday aftering to Texas of many teachers afflict- noon at Akela twenty miles east of
ed with infectious diseases, principal- Deming by Deputy Jim Kealy being
ly consumption, is responsible for the charged with assault with attempt to
kill. It seems that the trouble arose
movement.
from Hernandez Montenegro's refusal
to pick up Duran's hat which had
SECOND DAY OF NATIONAL
MOTHERS' CONGRESS. blown off. Duran stabbed Montenegro in the breast, but the wound is
First Twelve Years of School Life Was not fatal.
Jew Sam and Shu Wing, two ChinaTopic of Discussion This
Afternoon.
men, were ordered deported today, afDenver, June 11. The second daj ter trial before U. S. Commissioner
of tihe National Congress of Mothers McKeyes. Decision has not yet been
divided into morning, afternoon and rendered in the case of Leong Hing.
evening sessions with several address- H. W. Clark, deputy U. S. attorney,
es at each. The morning session was had charge of the prosecution. W. H.
devoted chiefly to reports of officers Cassman, deputy U. S. marshal, is
of the national organization. At this also in attendance at the U. S. comafternoon's session at Unity church missioner's court.
The Deming Water Company has
the general subject was the first
twelve years of school life.
ordered a thirty horse power electric
motor to take the place cf the gasoANOTHER ATTACK ON
line engine now in use. The Deming
PACKING HOUSE TRUST. Ice and Electric Company will furnish
the electricity for running this motor.
W. H. Newton of Bellevue Mich.,
Attorney General Wickersham After
it in the Federal Courts on
is visiting his son Harry Newton, and
Charge of Rebating.
prospecting in the valley.
of El Paso,
Washington, June 11. On applicaGeorge R. LeBarren
tion of Attorney General Wickersham, who has large holdings of city lots in
William S. Kennyon, assistant to the Deming and also valley lands, is in
attorney general is expected to file town today looking after his various
today in the United States circuit interests.
court at Chicago a bill in equity
George H. Carse, an Iowa farmer,
week.
against certain of the Chicago stock is prospecting in
yard companies for alleged rebating T. A. Carr returned yesterday from
Las Vegas where he has been attendof freight charges.
ing the annual G. A. R. encampment.
LOST HER LIFE
THROUGH DRINKING WATER. INDIAN UPRISING IN
YUCATAN SUPPRESSED.
San Antonio, Texas, June 11. As
the result of drinking hastily three
Washington," D. C, June 11. Minlarge glasses of water while in an
overheated condition, Miss Maitrita ister of Foreign Affairs Creel has telePolanto of this city lost her life. Miss graphed the Mexican ambassador De
Polanto'raced for a physician to at- La Barra here that the Indian upristend the injuries received by her sis- ing In Yucatan had been suppressed
ter and on returning incautiously gulp- by state and federal troops and that
ed down the water. She was taken the insurrection was over within five
sick Immediately and death occurred days from the time it broke out at
Valladolid.
,
shortly afterwards.
n

COMMENCEMENT

OF

Ben Lomond. Calif., June 11. Be-- ',
fore leaving Jeffries' camp last even- ing for San Francisco, with Choyniski,
with whom he will box in that city to-day, Jim Corbett reiterated his belief
that Jeffries is ready to go into the
ring tomorrow if he had to, and put
After his
up the fight of his life.
bout with Jeffries yesterday, Corbett
turned to Mrs. Jeffries, who had
watched the three fast round and told
her she had no cause to fear the outcome. Corbett's opinion is shared by
all experts now at the camp. Jeffries
is rid of every surplus pound of flesh,
and is as hard as nails.
Delighted Too.
San Francisco, Calif., June 11. Jac-Johnson had another fast bout with
gloves with Al Kaufman and the eharn-pion is delighted with his new spar- ring partner. The two roughed it a
good deal, Kaufman constantly press- ing Johnson and the latter keeping on
the defensive much of the time. They
put in twelve miles of road work, returning dripping with prespiration.

i

1
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END

SEATTLE

Confidence Expressed
That They
Would Be Ready to Go into Ring
at This Moment.

26-3-

PROCEEDINGS couraging results.
The latest action taken by Gover
nor Mills is in the fine list of names
Santa Fe and Improvement of about 150 of the leading citizens .
wno are interested in irrigation, modr
ern agricultural methods and devesion to Appraise Tract.
lopment generally. This list is most
valuable to the congress, and the offGovernor Mills left at four o'clock icers are now in correspondence with
this afternoon for Washington, D. C, the persons on it. Most of them are
to put in hard work on statehood, land, interested in the congress, and know
timber and other matters of import- all about its importance in the work
ance to New Mexico. He will also of the west.
New Mexico is peculiarly capable of
visit New York and will attend the
appreciation of the irrigation congress
commencement at Yale.
and its work. It had the sessions of
Appointed Trustee of Blind Asylum. tee
congress at Albuquerque in 1908,
Governor Mills yesterday appointed
profited greatly therefrom, as ex- counOtero
Charles Meyers of La Luz,
by Vice President Twitchell
ty, a member of the board of trustees
at the board of control din- recently
at
Alamogordo,
of the blind institute
in this city. Besides, this, New
ner
vice Judge A. W. Cooley, resigned.
Mexico has two of the leading officers
Incorporation.
the congress. R. E. Twitchell of
of
toIncorporation papers were filed
Exist Las Vegas is first vice presi- of
Coal
Diamond
Company
day by the
dent of the congress. Two years ago
capitalized at $70,000, he was secretary of the board of conAlbuquerque
700
shares
but
divided into
beginning trol at.
He is foremost
business with paid up capital of $2,- - in the Albuquerque.movement in behalf
missionary
lof the congress work in the west, and
V if.
t i
contributed greatly to the organi- "has
nV
t
of the delegations from New
pf
R
J.
Mexico at pueWo next September.
Pollock, M. E. Hickey and Frank W.
Dr E McQueen Gray of Albuquer- Otto of Albuquerque, and Fletcher J.
00frotar nf ,hp mn- Allison of Gallup, each three shares.
gg and expects to have a larger
Territorial Board of Education.
Ugt o'f foreign representatives at the
The territorial board of education Pueblo congress than there has here- was in session yesterday afternoon tofore been at any preceding session,
and today engaged in. routine busi- Dr Gray .g presideiit of the Universi- ness. Today it passed on one hun- - ty'0f New Mexico, and well able to
dred applications for professional cer- - promote the foreign interest in the
tificates. Governor Mills presided and worj- every member of the board was prespormer Governor George Curry is
ent.
.honorary vice president from NewReading Circle.
Mexico, and Charles Springer of CimThe territorial reading circle met arron is executive committeeman for
last evening and adopted the books the territory.
for the course of reading during the
Both Mr Twitchell and Dr. Gray atofflnational
coming school year.
tended the meeting of the
here
control
of
board
District Court.
the
and
Cers
In the district court for Santa Fe this week, and commended the work
county, a petition for the condemna 0f preparation being done.
tion of 21.92 acres of land owned by
There will be special delegations,
J S Candelario of this city,, was filea special cars, 'bands, and appropriate
by the Santa Fe Irrigation and Im demonstration on the part of various
provement Company. The laud is to sections of New Mexico, according to
be submerged by the company's reser - report here.
Denver Will Have Exposition Too.
voir No. 3 now under construction. The
land is described as mostly waste land
Denver, Colo., June 11. The busion
decided
and incapable of cultivation without ness men of Denver today
National Exposition in
water. The petition also states that a
sand has been taken from this land Denver on. September 3 to 17 of this
for the construction work and a set - year, during which Theodore Roose- tlement of the amount of damages is velt will be in the city. The Spanishasked. The petition asks for an order American Veterans and other national
of condemnation and the appointment societies will also be in session hero
of three commissioners to appraise the during that time. The exposition was
.
value of land.
suggested by the late Thomas r
Candidate for District Attorney.
Walsh and there will be an exhibit of
Harry H. McElroy, former law part- raw manufactured products of thener of Judge M. C. Mechem and
A live stock show with exfore that stenographer in t!he offices dibits from all parts of the United
of Hawkins & Franklin at El Paso, is States will be held in connection.
a candidate for district attorney to
succeed E. R. Wright of Santa Rosa, SWAM RIO GRANDE
WITH 35 CANS OPIUM.
Wuose nomination for Associate Justice of the New Mexico Supreme
Court is to go to the Senate next Custom House Officers at El Paso
week.
Make Important Arrest in Per-
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iiOS'T GST BUM
Weak and miserable. If you have
Kidney or Bladder trouble, Dull head
j.aii.s. Dizziness, Nervousness; Pains
THE IMMORTAL MUSIC.
in the back, and feel tired all over,
t a
The soft, sweet notes of woodland
package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN
birds,
LEAF, the pleasant herb
of the lowing herds,
nre. It never fails. We have many
The
testimonials from
The rusi ling zephyrs as they pass
grateful people
Afross t ho tree tops and lush grass, who have used this wonderful rente-- .
The hmiunins of the bees, the throns v. As a regulator it has no equal.
sk for Mother Gray's Australian Leaf
Of insects with tlieir evensong,
The eliii') of cricket and the note :;; Druggists or sent by mail for 50
cms. Sample FREE. Address, The
Of lie loads on the air afloat.
Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, X. Y.
The monotones of waters free,
The rich crescendos of the gale,
Staccato of the rain and hail
There are the songs our fathers
MINOR G1TY TOPICS.
stirred

f

What

Old

m l) en a!

Jersey Cre a
Pansy

II

DAILY

BOUND

OP.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

Grocery Co.

inter

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

F.

Telephone

No. 40

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

AP

With promise of immortal life.
John Kendrick Bangs in July Smart
Set.

For Young Men
c

Denver, Colo., June 11.
The forecast is generally fair
tonight and Sunday with warm- er weather.

vvvv

strife

CALL

.

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.-

j

-

v

You

are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

;

,
Fire in Aguilar
Colo., near the New Mexico boundary, was swept by a $25,000 fire this
Stabbing in Luna County. Bernar- week. Two warehouses and store of
do Duran was arrested near Deniing Enrico Valentine were destroyed, the
for stubbing Ostra Montenegro in the Catholic church and two buildings
breast several times with a knife.
were badly damaged and other houses

Destructive

Agui-lar-

Arrested
for Gun Toting Felix
German was fined $:!0 at Las Vegas
yesterday for carrying a II caliber revolver.
Broke Up the Furniture Trinidad
Abre. was lined $15 at Albuquerque
on complaint of his wife that he broke
up the furniture of their ihome.
Suit for Divorce Filed .Mrs. Carolina Kerr Brown lias filed suit for
divorce at Albuquerque against Bari-anC. Brown, the plaintiff alleging

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

STI $4

$350

MzJf
Wjr

$500

partly damaged.
Fishing Parties A i.umber of fish-- !
ing parties are scheduled to go up the!
Santa Fe canon tomorrow and as the
weather forecast says warmer weather
Insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
it is thought that, a very enjoyable
the
and
be
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
day will be spent. There are a numlet
show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do
us
custom styles. Just
ber of picnics scheduled too, and many
"est
Santa Feans will doubtless have a
pleasant outing.
Mr. Harrington in Tacoma John
Harrington, the linguist of the American School of Archaeology is spending
Marriage License Issued A mar- the summer in Tacoma where he is
was
license
riage
granted yesterday
on tOie Archaeology of t he
at Las Vegas to Miss Flossie May Pnr-ce- lecturing
Mr. Harrington is expectnorthwest.
aged IS, and Arthur Wren, aged ed hack
some time in August. He
here
;
2ti.
resi-The young people are both
is a brilliant linguist and has acquired
dents of Las Vegas.
a fair knowledge of the several Indian
Dead Man Found in Tijeras Canon
with remarkable rapidity. Mr.
Boys herding goats found the body of tongues
a murdered man in Tijeras canon, 40 Harrington is a graduate of the Uni
at-miles south of Santa Fe. Their dogs versity of California and later
the
Berlin.
tended
of
University
had scratched away the loose earth
Cool This Morn It was cool and
which covered the man.
and
bracing weather this morning
Lujan's Death Was Accidental A 'those
to
an
auto
who
take
prepared
at
coroner's jury
Albuquerque brought
l)in loonea uneasily around tor some,
in a verdict that Jose Tabiano Lujan
The lowest'
i
nf Suntn Fe who was mansrlerl nniW kind Of extra clothing.
il
a
r
il
de- n train in thp Santa Fe vaivls nt Mini-- , temperature last night was 44
querque, iiad met death accidentally. srees and at f o'clock this morning;
was only ti degrees
higher. The,
Set Fire to Dynamite Cap The 12
year old son of P. M. Armstrong near maximum yesterday was 78 degrees,
Cuervo, Guadalupe county, who was a"d the minimum 52. The humidity
cem. meif wus a ingii
using a dynamite cap die had picked jwus " l
and it blew clouds of
wind
last
a
a
set
night
for
to
the
match
whistle,
up
to the disgust of housekeepers
cap. It exploded and he lost two
me cnam m wecuns ui unh
igers and the thumb of his left hand
and was lucky to escape with his life. ""It na,s whlcn persisted in making
A year ago today
Commercial
Club aerial ascensions.
Albuquerque
Officers The
Elects
Albuquerque the maximum was 77 and the mini40
mum
100
with
per cent of sunshine.
Commercial Club yesterday elected
Change of Program at the Elks'
George Arnot president to succeed U
Spitz. O. X. Marron was elected first theater tomorrow night. The mana-vicr
has secured a great bill for the
president; George Kaseman
ond vice president, and T. J. Xavlon change. Among the films are Villainy
secretary; M. W. Flournoy, treasurer. Defeated, a very beautiful hand col-- j
The following new directors were ored him. Xext come one ot those
elected: George Arnot, George Kase- - American Biographs, The Ini)alement,
It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e
man V. R Sell wentker and T A. Mc- tihis ought to be enough said, for Bio- the man who uses them.
to
show
means
the
goers,
Pherson.
good
graph
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
Last but not least , is that great pic- What Everybody Ought to Know.
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
That Foley Kidney Pills contain ture of Kalem's "The Cliff Dwellers".
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
won
wide
a
has
world's
This
to
picture
tone,
the
ingredients necessary
just
sell
the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
been
and
for
has
itself
strengthen and regulate the action of reputation
the kidneys and bladder. Sold by shown to great crowds all through the
hone
9uWARECo!S We have it.
east. This picture is a scene trom the
Phone
Stripling Burrows Co
No. 14,
No. 14. If it's Hardware
cliff dweller days, free from inaccura-- j
in
Red
Albuquerque
Light
Fighton
Continues Xot ice was given jester-- ! cies as far as can be ascertained. The,
i
dav of an appeal to the supreme court Kalem Company which has arranged!
the pictures prepared me costumes
was
case
who
Lizzie
in
of
'.Ijli
the
McGrath,
and scenes of the pictures from plates
WHOLESALE
Al D RETAIL
Abbott at Albuquerque in the district and drawings in the possession of thei
court Wednesday evening, on a charge Museum of Natural History. Their
RATON
with- scenic artist and property man visited
ot conducting a house of
in 700 feet of a fraternal meeting the museum several times and made
YANKEE
i place. The McGrath woman was con- drawing of the clubs, cooking vessels,
CERRILLOS
victed on an indictment at the last now owned by the authorities of the
term of court, but final decree was museum.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Death of Mrs Mary E. Owen It
not entered until Wednesday. Yester- Sawed Wood and KindliDg.
B.
F.
Mrs.
of
was
Hogel,
mother
the
dav morning Minnie Green and Annie
Miller were arraigned before Judge not A. P. Hogle, who died at Raton,
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
fSTAZTlfvS5Sf.
Abbott on the same charge and were this week. Says the Raton Reporter:
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
fined $23 and costs eaclh. which
they! "Mary E., wife of Noah Owen, died at
of
an
illness
after
1:35
Monday night,
paid.
over a week, of Bright's disease. Mrs.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas Owen was born in South Wales March
to this country
19, 1854, and' came
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he with her parents at the age of fouris senior partner of the firm of F. J. teen. She was married to Noah Owen
o you know whether
As a Protection for yourself demand aiiAbstrnet
Cheney & Co., doing business in the in 1874, and leaves nine children to
you luive nn absolute titleto the property which vou now own?
Mrs. W. E.
City of Toledo, County and State survive her, namely:
B.
F. Hogel, of
Mrs.
will
said
firm
of
and
Moore,
Raton;
pay
that
aforesaid,
Absracts of Title,
KeaIty
QHMTJl Zt ARCTPflPT
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- Santa Fe; Mrs. H. L. Chambers, of
'
L DHIll IK IT HDD luflbl,
rance Agency
by
LARS for each and every case of Ca- Amarillo, Texas, and Thomas, Fred,
Mrs.
Mamie.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use Ralph, Evert, Samuel and
Tel Blacb 76
Santa Fe, N, M
Citron Block
Owen was a resident of Raton for 28
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
esteem
in
held
was
FRANK J. CHEXKY,
high
years, and
Sworn to before me and subscribed by all who knew her. Keen regret at
in my presence, this 6th day of De- her death is expressed by a large circle of friends."
PIAMOKPO
cember, A. D. 1886.
WATCHES
Qm
i
A. W. G LEA SOX,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Seal.)
MANUFACTURER OF
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inMEXICAN
II!fI!rlc!
on
FMd
acts
fey
the
and
directly
flight
ternally,
Oate Methods
4 WCLKT
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysRight SrviM
tem. Send for testimonials free.
&
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
China and
Cut
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
SANTA FE. w
148 Red
345 San Franelo 9t.
Telephone
Take Hall's Family Pills for
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rated China, Novelties,
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These are the songs that Adam heard;
These are the anthems that will be
I'nchanged through all eternity;
The Symphony Divine, that rolls
From Heaven forth to human souls, S
To cheer the ilieart and ease earth's
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WHY IT SUCCEEDS.

TEACHERS GOING

Because It's for One Thing Onry, and
Santa F,e People Appreciate This.

10

Nothing can be gooa ror everything.
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing
only.

President Taft Will Address
Gteat Educational Gathering in July

They cure sick kidneys.
They cure backache, every kidney

ill.

Here is Santa

Fe

to

evidence

prove

Agripina D. fle Gonzales, 102
Garcia street, Santa Fe,
M., says:
"In September, 1900, 1 procured Doan's
Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows &
Go's, drug store and used them for
backache, which had been a source of
such annoyance. In the morning
when I arose my back was so lame
and painful that I could hardly stoop
to pick up anything. I knew that
my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills by the good reports I heard about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and aches and I am happy to
say that my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.

ATTRACTIONS

No Other

THE

OF

City

Has

Such a

Center of Popular
Education.
Boston, June 11. When President
Taft speaks in Boston the first week
in July he will address the most remarkable gathering galaxy is doubtless the gallant word of learning,
wit and beauty assembled anywhere
in 1910. The National Educational
Association,
representing American
public school superintendents, principals and teachers will meet in Boston.

The genial chief executive has
lo say a few words in apsole agents for the United States.
of their
work.
preciation
Remember the name Doan's and His address will be responsible
delivered in the
take no other.
Harvard Stadium, the scene of many
atlhletic contests and of last seasons'
Mexica
I'tit- New
Printing Com- great outdoor presentation of Joan of
has on hand a large supply of! Arc.
,H!i
tablets suitable for acbool
and
Mr. Taft's presence alone will insure
pads
w.rk. the desk, and also tor lawyers; unusual interest in this convention,
't! ;iiup: giW everywhere. Wei and there are other factors to raise
will sell them at 5 cents in. hook form the expectations of the managers of
the association.
Ever since the announcement was made that, the N. E.
A. would meet in Boston many a grade
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
teacher in and around Santa Fe has
been counting her savings to ascerMASONIC.
tain whether she can possibly yield
to the lure of an outing by the great
Montezuma Lodge No salt water. Whether tlhe record breakthan
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg ing crowd of 1903. when more
35,000 educators met in the precincts
communications
ular
a'j
,vi 'Ij,
first Monday of eac) of the modern Athens, will be surpassed this year is, of course, a matmonth a Masonic
ter of guess work. Tt is certain as a
at 7.30 v. m.
general principle that the Xew EngH- - H- - DORMAN,
Acting Master. land capital has lately become the
banner summer convention city of the
ALAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
United Statestand that pretty nearly
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, every gathering, on account of the atR. A. M.
Regular con- - traction of surf bathing, fresh sea
"'"4
,
vocation second Monday of food and literary pilgrimages reports
each month at Masonic an abnormally large attendance.
Besides, the (host of American teachHall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. ers who visited Boston in 1903 have
never ceased to talk of the reception
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.
and good time they had in a city which
Santa Fe Commandery No. many of the mhad peopled in imagination with frigid, hypercritical persons
1, K. T. Regular conclave
who would look at visiting delegaeach
fourth Monday In
month at Masonic Hall at: tions through their monocles and say
"How extraordinary." The educators
7:30 p. m.
at that time descended on the town
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
and owned it for a week or more a
VV.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
j
sprinkling of soberly attired male
and an almost countSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 schoolmasters women
flutter
of
less
teachers, eager
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
shrine, to shop
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets to visit every patriotic
in Boston, to make or renew
a
little
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in acquaintance of the Atlantic ocean.
They had the time of their lives.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Eliot's committee of hospiPresident
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corany notion of Boston-es- e
dispelled
tality
to
invited
attend.
dially
So did the newspapers
frigidity.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
interVenerable Master which published hundreds of
outwere
views
There
and
pictures.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
door receptions to the teachers at
Secretary.
Camfamous estates in Brookline,
All sorts
suburbs.
and
other
bridge
B. P. O. E.
went out of their way to exSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., of citizens
courtesies.
tend
holds its regular session on the secan even
Reasons for anticipating
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn
educational people,
of
crowd
bigger
month. Visiting brothers are invited
this sumtlheir friends and relatives,
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
are apparent.
mer
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Boston and not San Francisco seSecretary.
cured the 1910 convention largely in
deference to the wishes of President
Knights of Pythias.
A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard UniSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
l
versity. That means that Dr. Low-elPythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d and his associates are making every
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. possible effort to have the meeting a
O. O. F. hall, San Fvancisco St. Visitsuccess. Many of the teachers will
ing Knight's invited to attend.
to remain after the convention
plan
AUGtST REINGARDT, C. C.
to study in the summer schools of
K.
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
R. 9.
Harvard, the Nen'w England Conservatory and elsewhere, and to make excursions in the neighborhood.
A big international educational conference is to be held in Boston in
August. The Boston convention will
be a way station for many educators
who will await tne special sailing of
a liner to take them to Antwerp.
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday Besides the historic associations
Returns Thursday aod Friday. with which every American school
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop boy, not to say every American school
teacher, is familiar many new and inMrs PO. BROWN A?ent
teresting institutions have been dePhone No. 23 Red
veloped in and near Boston since 1903.
Among its facilities Boston's rapid
transit scheme particularly surprised
large numbers of the visitors seven
years ago. Many of them in interviews expressed appreciation of the
SHOP ease
by which, in a city supposed to
be very intricate, they could get anyFor
where for a nickel over the subway,
year the only
Bosfirst class tonsorial parlor elevated and surface lines of theSince
ton Elevated Railway Company.
in Santa Fe.)
then the New England city, long a
OUR NEW PITCH
leader in traction matters, has witnessed the opening of the first under
TREATMENT
tunnel to the island suburbs
si guaranteed to cure, (not only harbor
of East Boston and Winthrop, a new
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & elevated line to the southern suburbs
other scalp irritations. We also and, most important of all, the white
carry a complete line of all the tiled tube under the business hearttun-of
street
popular hair aud facial tonics. the city, the Washington
seven
wonders
of tlhe
the
one
of
nel,
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
western Athens, the costliest thorBATHS BATHS BATHS
oughfare ever constructed on the
globe. The accessibility of the various historic places to whicu all AmerAgeuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
icans like to make pilgrimages has
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays been greatly increased by these imThe enterprising tracand deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays provements.
tion company now has a trolley lecAll work is guaranteed; yoo-sockare mended and buttons
ture service, involving a two hours'
sewed on you shirt9. without
trip which includes Faneuif Hall,
extra charge.
Bunker Hill Monument, a part of the
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. route followed by Paul Revere, the
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., consented

Foster-Milbur- n
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LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER
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s

elm
and
Washington
Longfellow
house, Cambridge, and many other
spots sacred to American patriotism.
Boston's' great white city of learning which was hardly begun seven
years ago, is now far enough along to
be interesting not only to teachers but
to all visitors. Along the banks of a
reedy little river separating the Puritan citadel from its wealthy suburb of
Brookline runs a parkway, called the
Fenway, and fronting on this reservation schools, colleges and museums
have settled until today no other city
in the world has such a center of technical and popular education. In 1903
.Mrs. John L. Gardner's Italian
palace,
built of material from a Venetian
mansion and filled with rich treasures
of art, stood practically alone in a
wilderness of ash heaps, goats and
rag pickers. Now it is surrounded by
such institutions as the white marble
Harvard Medical school, whose five
buildings costing nearly as many million dollars were given by J. P, Morgan, John D. Rockefeller and other
Dental
benefactors; the Harvard
School; the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, whose priceless collections, representing an investment of about five
million dollars, have recently been
housed in a brilliantly attractive building embodying the best ideas of modern musaeologists; Simmons college
for women, devoted to raising the
household arts to the level of the other arts and sciences;
the Normal
School group, an arrangement of
handsome buildings sheltering three
of the leading institutions of the public school system; the normal school
for the training of teachers, tihe boy's
and the
high school of commerce
girl's Latin school; the tasteful building of the Massachusetts Historical
Society with its fascinating relics of
colonial and revolutionary history; a
somewhat similar structure containing the collections of the Boston Medical Society; the medical and dental
schools of Tufts college; the dormitories of Simmons college and the
Xew England Conservatory of Music;
the magnificent new Boston opera
house, dedicated to the first of local
grand operatic enterprises of a kind
usual in large European cities but unknown heretofore in this country.
Overlooking the Fenway district rises
the dome of the two million dollar
Christian Science temple. The quarter is still in development. Visitors
this summer will find ground breaking for an international headquarters
of the Young People's
Society of
Christian Endeavor; several hospitals
which are to be conducted in connection with the medical schools, and a
broad "Louis Pasteur Avenue" laid
out on the axis of the Court of Honor
of the Harvard Medical School to be
lined later with educational and oth-

er institutions.
While the "University of the Fenway" has been projected and executed

things have happened about the college yard in Cambridge. Besides great
accessions to the collections of the
museums
of Harvard
University
which collectively comprise a "museum of man," many new buildings have
That modern
gone up recently.
the big Stadium on the Boston
side of the Charles, which was unfinished when the teachers met in
Boston in 1903, is now an old and settled feature of the lanscape.
The Back Bay of Boston, which for
many generations has been an expanse of reeking mud frequented by
clam diggers at low tide, is now a
charming water lake, alive on a summer afternoon with canoes and motor
boats. It closely resembles the Alster
pleasure basin at Hamburg. Over it
instead of the scraggly wooden pile
once
bridge on whicih
Longfellow
stood at midnight there now stretches
a grandiose granite and steel bridge
with four high central towers
and
broad walk for pedestrians the first
American bridge to be designed with
reference to recent European achievements in building artistic bridges.
Around the Charles river basin will
extend next summer a promenade
which bids fair to be as popular and
picturesque as similar promenades in
European cities. Improvements in
other parts of the park system have
helped to make Boston the model
summer city of America, thanks to its
forested reservations easily accessible
from the city and the marine parks
where sea breezes and sea bathing
offer an attraction that no inland city
possess.
The increasing vogue of the shore
and mountain resorts of New England
fills up such conventions as that of the
teachers in Boston when the railroads
offer unusually low rates, with liberal
The nation's
stop over privileges.
summer capital is now located at
Beverly on the Massachusetts north
Shore. Most of those who stay over
remain in or near Boston, making excursions to Plymouth, the Pilgrims'
first settlement; to Lexington and
Concord, Salem with its reminiscences of witches and Hawthorne;
Portland, and other historic
cities and villages.
That Boston is once more on the
map of the United States in the eyes
of the educators is shown by the readiness with which the National Educational Association selected the Hub
for a second time in the present century. The 1900 meeting was the first
at the New England capital in 35
years. There was a long time back
in the seventies and eighties when
for the country at large Boston hardly
Prov-incetow-
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELl-- ,

"Tin Wert Point

TOILEI

NEW MEXICO.
of the $outhwrt

Arinv Officers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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Through Academic course, pre paring young

Nearly Wild with Painful, Burning
Eruption-H- alf
Her Hair Fell Out
and Combing It Was Torture-Fea- red
She Would be Bald.

men for college or (or b;iln:s. life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School !n the Unlou. Located

IN DESPAIR

UNTIL
CURED BY CUTICURA

''

-

1

H--

"Just about two years ago, some form
of humor appeared on mv scalp. Tha
beginning was a slight itching but it
grew steadily worse until, when I combed
my hair, the scalp lr.imo raw and the
ends f tho comb-teet- h
would be wet
with blood. Most f tho time there was
(

an intolerable itching, in a painful,
burning way, very much as a bad, raw
burn, if deep, will itch and smart when
first beginning to heal. Combing my
hair was positive torture. My hair was
long and tangled terribly because of the
blood and scabs. This continued growing worse and over half my hair fell
out. I was in despair, really afraid of
becoming totally bald.
"Sometimes the pain was so great
that, when partially awal;e, I would
scratch the worst places so that my
would be bloody. I could not
r-tips
Bleep well and, after being asleep a short
time, that awful stinging pain would
commence and then I would wake up
nearly wild with the torture. A neighbor
said it must le salt rheurn. Having
used Cuticura Soap merely as a toilet
soap before, I now decided to order a
60t of the Cuticura Remedies
Cuticura
Soap, Ointment and Pills. I used them
to
directions
for
perhaps six
according
weeks, then leftoff, as t ha disease seemed
to be eradicated. But toward spring,
eighteen months ago, there was a slight
return of tho scalp humor. I commenced the Cuticura treatment at once,
so had very lit tle trouble. On my scalp
I used about one half a cake of Ciitieura
Soap and half a box of Cuticura Ointment in all. The first time I took six
or seven bottles of Cuticura Pills and
the last time three bot tles neither an
expensive or tedious treatment. Sine
then I have had no scalp trouble of any
kind. Standing up, with my hair unbound, it comes to my knees and had
it not been for Cuticura I should doubtless be wholly bald.
" This is a voluntary, unsolicited testimonial and I take pleasure in writing
it. hoping mv experience may help someone else. Miss Lillian Brown, R. V. D. 1
Liberty, Me., Oct. 29, 1909."
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Superintendent.
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Express
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New Musical Epic.
The next number on the program
will be the overture to Saint-Saen- s
"The Deluge." Now let me tell you
something of the circumstances under
which this musical epic of the story of
Xoah and his ark was written. Then
you will be better able to understand
the movement which the orchestra is
going to interpret.
That is a new and successful Boston
idea for popularization of the world's
best music municipal orchestral concerts at which the selections are all
explained by a trained lecturer.
of the
It is a natural outgrowth
municipal ownership and operation of
an orchestra. Many American cities
have brass bands; a few, more ambitious, already have municipal orchestras. The lecture service follows as a
matter of course. Why not bring to
the people who crowd the hall when
a free orchestral concert is announced a little of the same kind of preparation that is given to conservatory
students. Any work of musical art
listens better if you know something
about the musician, the conditions under which the piece was produced and
the technical effect which the composer tired to get when, with the aid
of personal feeling and knowledge of
composition, he wrote out his various
motives.
A music commission of five public
spirited citizens, who serve gratutious-ly- ,
have since 1904 been administering
for the benefit of the people of Boston
free operatic concerts in school houses
and elsewhere.
The evident need of
offering the public a little instruction
in the general theory of music has
led, in the season just closing, to employment of a lecturer at all the concerts in the instance no less an authority than Professor Louis C. Elson,
music critic, teacher aud author of a
very long list of works on the history
of music.
Mr. Elson started in upon this work
of popular interpretation with the advantage of his years of experience in
in general
conducting the course
theory at the New England Conservatory of Music, of whose faculty he has
been a member for thirty years. This
course, indeed, is one for whose organization he was personally responsible. It aims to give to the student
in a comparatively brief time that general musical culture that can be acquired by the teacher only after years
of experiment and practical experience. There are many points of
musical study which it is impossible
to touch upon during the time given
to technical study. Hence the course
administered by Mr. Elson and Mr.
David S. Blanpied begins with acoustics, a study of the physical laws of
music, enabling the student to comprehend the principle on which each
instrument is constructed and played,
the qualities and character of musical
sounds, the laws of sounding boards
and devices. A theoretical study of
the various orchestral instruments is
made and their qualities and uses explained, so that the pupil knows the
difference between a bassoon and
clarinet, an oboe and an English horn.
The musical forms are studied beginning with the simplest and most elementary facts. The young people
(Continued
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Cutlenra RemedCo are sold throughout the world.
Potter Drue A ( hem. Corp.. Sole Props.. Bofton,
Tree. Cuticura Book oo the Skin.
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Now it really is the Hub
least two months of the year.

Illustrated
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.
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For particulars anl
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existed.

the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
Ittle ralD or snow during sessiOD.
Eleven Officer and Instructors, ail graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern tp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

oi the beautiful Pecos Valley
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Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M. BERGEfrE.
Santa Fe,
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Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block.
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C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SfiO.OO to 175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
KANOHKS,
J,AR(tH:

AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on uov- -eminent lniul. We have Irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed :men: are;
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO,

LET US

RANCHES.
LAR(iK
AND
SMALL.

HER

FROM YOU,

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vauglhn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrbe

the rate

of $5.00

per hundred lbs.

Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number oi passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Xew Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. hi.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Look Over Your Suit

IT

mm

i

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig get- after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
ting ready to sjart out. We will send and it will remind you of when It first
one any distance, for any purpose, at
came from the tailor's hands bright,
any time.
fresh and new. We press the garmWe Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any ents back into their original perfect
way in which a rig is required. One shape, and take out every spot and
unusual feature of our business is stain without the least
injury to the
taking Invalids out for a drive at a cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
mention
regular hour each day. We
it as an illustration of the many serv- and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
ices we stand readv to render.
guaranteed.

WHIMS

4

HISIKG

310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.

alt L'A.') A FE
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Torrance givn to children with admirable results. It does away with bed wetting,
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Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
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Serving

TH

K

BUTTON WK

I0

TH E REfcT.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If you drop in at S o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
wait.

Ourlncrensinff patronage Is the
hest proof tliat we merit yours.

herrera
THE HOTEL CORONADO g.lupp:Proprietor
RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL, MODKRN CONVENIENCES

egg's Peerless Hotel

B

GROCERS

EUROPEAN"

PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

.

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City' in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men.
Give us a trial if yon want first class service,

BERRIES FOR

,

PRESERVING

Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave.

WIVf.

GREGG Prop.

MYAJO, CBIMAYO and BALLETA
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30-

3

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK
CBIMAYO PILLOWTOr;S,
'
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS'
TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVA JO BLANKETS

H.S. KAUNE

CANDELARIO

50c each

75c

"

25c
30c

'

t
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"

I5c
65c per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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,
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A CHECK. THEN You

J. S. Candeiario
a trip to El Paso.
Mrs. Longwell,

IfAVE A CHECK
"YOUR BILL
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you will need some
tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store end
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

If you are,

i:o.-uioE- '

COMK IN AND GET AC

Those who have never had a bank account know not the convenience of
Each check you write is a REC Elf'T; you know just how much you
are spending; you've always "got m oney,'' and you can"t lose it nor be
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
robbed.
one.

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

V

QUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

Scott and J. E.
Hiv ar. the Coro- -

Scott. T.
Scot I, all of Stanley
nado.
County Treasurer EiiSi iiio, Romero
is over from Las Ve jas on a business
visit.
Pablo Sa'azar, a contractor of Pinos
Wells, Torrance county, is at the
H.

AN?

ARE.Y0U 60IN' FISHIN'MR. SPOBT

Samuel (J. Cartw ipht was a visitor
in Albuquerque yesterday.
.1.
1.
Franklin, a irining man from
Ouloiado Springs, is at the Palace.
R. L. Cross is here from San Diego,
Calif., and is reidsu red at Gregg's.
C. W. .Moss, a well known traveling
man from El Paso, is at the Palace.
The Wallace Club will meet this
afternoon at the home of Miss May
Spitz.
The Girls' Club will meet Monday
afternoon at the home of Miss
G.
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TRUST

BOY LOTS in

the COLLEGE

IFt

g

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
the Isaac Walton Fever.
take

N

OP

Las Cruces

SANTA

$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest no
no moruige. a de-- d when the lots are
You Cf,n't, afford to let a GOOD in
for
paid
vefetBnt, Jike thU go by when it cncs .you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
.

O
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Sole Agents in Santa Fe
119

Itk&&S

SanFrancisco St.
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RESOLVED!

j

TOP

j

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

A LSO

Dealers in Furniture

-

FOR THE HOUSE
.Carpets and Rags.

FINE LIN

All kinds of furnishings from cninaware to stoves, and
Also a fine assortment of dek.. chairs, table
rano-35for ihe babies.
andJiat racks. Wagner folding
vT!!
Tney are GRE
Look oer our stor-- aud see if there isu'i
something: to interest you
,

go-car-

Windows

Everything in Hardware.

j

Phone. Red So. 189

y

PEH ARDW ARE k SUPPLY

j

iVATSON & COMPANY

IT

William J. Borden
has returned;
Our Line is all new and complete in every
from Las Vegas where he attended the'
G. A. R. reunion.
s
M. Abrahams, of Xew
lafg1"
detail ' our assoiimcnt f
York, and;
who represents a furnishing concern.
and more complete, then ever.
is at the Claire.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty,
R. R. Pollock, the well known trav-- ,
call--inman
from the Duke City, is
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our lire and prices. Our prices are lower
cling
on Ihe trade.
than ever before.
William A. Lamb, who sells heavy
hardware and travels out of Denver.;
T
is calling on the trade.
H. S. Lutz, city agent of the Santa
L
Fe system, is quite ill with an attack
up
of inflammatory rheumatism.
Miss True, of Espanola, and Miss
1
Bryan who has been stopping at the
Pajarito ranch, are at the Palace.
Ct. H. Souders made the
trip from
Estancia to Santa Fe yesterday in his
Wholesale & Retail
Schach automobile, without mishap,
'
Dealers in
Acting District Attorney Charles C.
Catron and Frank Lavan returned yesterday from a business trip to Las
j
Vegas and Albuquerque.
Lupe Herrera, proprietor of the Co-- '
ronado hotel accompanied
by Mrs. fphool ever held in the territory, the
Herrera, have gone to Denver for a
is in the capital to attend the meeting
fortnight.
U. S. District Attorney David J. of the territorial board of education.
You NEVER.
AT
Attorney V. G. Haydon, president
Leahy has left for Xew York to pareducation
of
East
Las'
of
to
of
the
board
in
the
reception
ticipate
WHO IS NT WELL
THE
Roosevelt.
Vegas, for many years, is in the capi- Superintendent Thomas W. Conway tal to attend the meeting of the ter-- j '
DRESSED. ;vbU MUST HAVE
of Raton, who is a member of the ter- ritorial board of education of which
GOOD APPAREL "lb REACH
ritorial board of education, was an ar- he is a member. Mr. Haydon is acson.
his
in
the capital yesterday.
rival
companied by
Judge J. M. Freeman, of Greely,' C. W. Fairfield, John Ervien and
Colo, a frequent visitor in Santa Fe, Jesse Xusbaum entertained last evenis in the capital on business connect- ing most delightfully at the Simon
on Washington
ed with the La Joy a irrigation pro- Xusbaum residence
A supper was served
and
avenue.
ject,
BROWN.
Assistant Superintendent of Public. cards played. The guests were Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
P.
Mrs.
and
Bardshar,
Instruction Acasio Gallegos will leave
on Monday for Tierra Amarilla, Rio Carl Bishop, Misses Maude Hanlon.j
Arriba county, to attend district court May Spitz, Mary Foree, Ethel Church.!
Flo Moore and Messrs. Carlos Cream-- ;
as witnesses.
j
er and Chalmers McConnell.
meet
will
Club
Card
The Saturday
Colonel and Mrs. Prichard gave a
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
James Seligman. Mrs. W. E. Rollins, Spanish dinner Thursday night at
wife of the artist, will be a guest of their residence on Washington ave-nue. The guests of honor were Mr.
the club.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound, the and Mrs. W. E. Rollins, of Los Ange-les- .
Mr. Rollins is the artist who held
efficient county school superintendent
of Mora county is in attendance at an exhibition here this week. The
the meeting of the territorial board table decorations were red poppies,
of education of which he is a member, Covers were laid for twelve. The
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of guests were Mr. and Mrs. Rollins, Mr.
the University of Xew Mexico, which and Mrs. Jaffa, Mr. and Mrs. Ervien,
is making great strides forward tin-- ; Dr. and Mrs. Sloan, Former Governor
COfYRICMr HOfc.BYTME BuSteB.
f
Co. CH IC ACO.
AT THE TOP.
der his direction, is here from A!bu- - Otero and Carl Lotave.
The Fifteen Club met yesterday af- Ml
querque to attend the meeting of the
THE FRUIT MAN PACK THE
WHY DOE-territorial board of education.
ternoon with Mrs. I. H. Rapp. Mrs.
to W. S. Harroun presided.
returned
Martinez
has
After
quotaBenjamin
CHOICE
APPLE5 ON ToP? BECAUSE APPEAR'
his home at Arroyo Hondo, Taos tions, Mrs. Walter read a paper on
ANCES COUNT.
county, from Denver University, where 'The Power of the Cartoon,'" which
ihe is in the junior year. He is the was followed by quotations.
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NOT MAKE THE MAN
son of .Julian A. Martinez, the pros- F. Grover Hightower, son of Census
&UT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
perous Taos county merchant.
left for
Clerk Clement Hightower,
James A. Catanach, electrician of Dawson, Colfax county, this morning,
OUR READY TO WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
;the Santa Fe Water and Lisiht Com where he will play with the Dawson
TAILORED, FORM FITTING, AND SHAPE REpany, left this morning over the Xew baseball team, which is a rapid one,
THIRD
LESS THAN YOU ARE
TAINING,
Mexico Central for Estancia, where for the rest of the summer, and will at i
he will put in the electric light wiring the same time hold down a clerical
PAYING.
at t'he new county court house.
NO OLD MOTH EATEN STOCK To PICK FROM.
position. Grover came from Lincoln
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie, Dis county early this year, entered the
RANGE FROM $ 1 2.
To
trict Clerk and Mrs. Frank W. public schools, made a splendid record
ColoF.
McXitt, and
Shearon, Mrs. G.
there advancing from the seventh to
nel Jose D. Sena formed a party this the
eighth grade, and at the same
forenoon that was bound for Tierra time became a
general favorite.
Amarilla, Rio Arriba county.
Dr. V. E. Garrison, president of the
L. Mankowitz a wholesale merchant Xew Mexico
WE ARE
FOR
College of Agriculture
of Chicago, accompanied by Mrs. .Man and Mechanic Arts arrived yesterday
kowitz and their tour year old son, from Estancia to attend the meeting
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Lov-- j of the territorial board of education
ilzki at their home on Washing on of which he is a member. He has
avenue. Mrs. Mankowitz is a sister been
making a tour of the territory
of Mrs. Lowitzki.
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
talking up the Agricultural College
K. V. Graham, train dispatcher of and will devote all summer to it. He
CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
the Louisville and Xashville railroad says it will not be his fault if the atBOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
with offices in Mobile, Ala., is in the tendance of the splendid institution of
DESIGNS.
R.
V.BOYLK
Mcr.
city. He is on his way to Spokane to which he is the president is not inattend the convention of the train dis- creased by at least one hundred next
ARK SKLLIXO Ol'T!
CL&REfiDON
POULTRY YARDS
FRESH LAI D E;GS every (lay
patchers of America at which 400 or year. When asked where he will put
more .dispatchers will be present.
them all he said: "We'll find room for
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White vVynndotte. Chickens
arc yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean
food
President C. M. Light of the Silver them." From here he goes to Gallup.
only. No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine poisonin' ,
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
City Normal School, who has just opened the most successful
summer
(Continued on Page Eight.)
i
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are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of.it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it.can be absolutely relied upon
by carpentjrs and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

Charles W. Dudrow

RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES

j

j

j

the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.

Are

WHAT YOU GET
FROM THIS PHARMACY
If the
you can rely upon absolutely.
health of your household is dear to you
prove your sincerity by coming here

for your drugs and medicines.
S

Where your dollar buys

&

Company.

the

most.

50

IIPRICES

W.

j

STRlPLlflG-BURflGW-

N

$20.00

TOWNSEND & CO.
building a reputation
honest
dealing

i

i

C.

A3

RISING
AG"NT FOR

Bills Bros. Monumental Co.
OP DENVER

AU, GRAPHS

OK MARBLK AGKANITK
MEMORIALS AT RKASONABLK PRICES

CLARENDON
GARDEN

whoH-soin-

125

Palace

Ave.

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

I

Hour Electric ervice
SiirscJ
and
r
an t?3
On and After Mach 1st.
This space next week for Electric Irons
Wfae up those dak laces and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
n

2"

F!V.

,

Santa Fe Water

AND

1 ight. Company
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brother, Sterling Thornton, had gone
to Dr. Wolf and demanded back the
money and, being refused, how he him
self had gone to the physician's of-

4

St, Louis Rockv Mt.

11, 1910.

DYSPEPSIA

"Having taken your woTiderfr'i Casca- and borrowed back rets' for three months and hv ig entirely
the money, repaying
the Colorado cured of stomach catarrh o
dyspepsia,
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
tbink a word of praise is due to
Springs attorney, presumably with the L
Cascarets'
for
wonderful
their
composi
No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
hope of covering his tracks.
tion. I have taken, numerous other
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, - Mother's
remedies but without avail, an! i
find that Cascaret3 relieve more in a o
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
ij
than all the others I have taken wouL ia
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful linia
year."
James
McGune,
those
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant
In
Marrh 1st 1910
(Item! Down)
(Head Vp)
108 Mercer
St., Jersey City, N. J.
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keepPalace.
1
19
T ATI UN's
20
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Ocd.
Miles
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
II. R. Pollock, Albuquerque:
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc.
Edgar
5 00
TW
I;V Ins Moines, N. M .Ar
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The cen-uif 4 15
f 8 20
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both L,. Ilewett Washington; E. McQueen
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
1;
I'apnHn
f 8 35
20
f 4 05
cure or your money back.
Vijril
919
T. W. Conway,
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one Gray, Albuquerque:
f 3 45
f 8 50
Thompson
Cunniin-'liHif 9 10
f 3 25
:i
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which .lav T. Conway, Raton; J. H. Huddin,
12
2 55
9 35
Houm N.M. r,v
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.
Oklahoma; C. M. Ught, Silver City: bave promptly decided that hereafter
2 30
3 55
I.v
10 w
Raton, X. M, ...Ar! 12 00
W. G. Haydon, and son, Las Vegas; J. the delicacy named after the capitol of
37
40
11
9
N.
Ar
Hnist
GA.
THE
M.JLy
BRADFIELD
jTlifloii
"
CO., ATLANTA,
I. Franklin. Walter C. Dawe, Colora- - Austria shall as far as Austin is con-d42
Lv..(Jlifton"HoiisP X' M.Ari "1137
:Ti2
4 30
48
11 20
Sl'reston
Springs; Mrs. Longwell, C. W. cerned only be a memory, albeit a
4 50
11 00
Koi-hlrJiini-tio5 10
A
El Paso; Karl Glackenheim, St. doubtful one. Denizens of the state's
Moss,
1040
TEACHERS GOING TO BOSTON.
SAD STORY OF BUT TOO
who last Saturday came for
.
5 tHJ
10 51
Koth Ut
COMMON CRIME. Louis; L. E. Bernstein, Kansas City; capital
5 50
H8
J1010
Colfax
J. M. their wonted quota of wiener were
A. Lamb,
William
Denver;
From
(Continued
6 08
7i
CfMTOSOSO
9 42
Page Three.)
W. E. Smith, La lold that the hot tamale would have
11
6 35
82
9 25
.I.v
Ar
.'imarroii
Girl Wife Dies in Terrible
Agony Freeman, Greeley;
8 55
00
82
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
E.
W.
Garrison,
Agricultural to take its place. However, it is
Veta;
to
From
811
learn about the construction of arias,
47
n
Nash
Pay
Illegal Operation
St.
J.
R.
t'7 18
Louis; Miss derstood that Austin's citizenship will
88
f8
9
37
Murphy,
Harlan
for Which She Mortgaged
scenes, lieds, ballads, recitatives and
7 35
94
8 20
Ar
rte I'ark, X. M..
Miss
True Espanola;
Bryan, Pajarito not stand for this invasion of their
Furniture.
acquire other information which, even
E.
New
York City; rights and politicians all over the
W.
Pietsdh,
Ranch;
if they were not destined to become
R. Hill, state now fear that the wiener wurst
;Oonnectswith K. V. & S. V. Ky, train N'o.124123 arriving in Dawson, X, M. at 6:15 p. m.
B.
William
Charles
Kehrman,
Colorado Springs, June 11. Dr. W.
iOonnects with K. 1. S. V. Ky, train No.
professional musicians, would enable
leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a.m.
Bias
Sanchez,
Kansas
Wagon issue will add to the burden of
SStaue for Van Houten X, M, meets trains at I'reston X. M.
City;
W
a
on
olf of Colorado City, in jail
them to sit through an opera or a C.
V. & 8. Passenger trains arrive ami depart from DeMoines as follow:
Las
Vegas; hibition they are carrying.
Romero,
Eugenio
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH KOUN'K:
symphony concert with at least some murder charge; Jesse F. Thornton, P. R.
Ohio.
Clark,
Youngstown,
No. 1, 4.48 a. ill.
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
as
held
conception of what is happening in husband of the alleged victim,
N'o,
11.11 p, in.
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
Tell some deserving Rheumatic suf- Claire.
accessory ; his brother, Sterling, un- cave of the winds.
Track connection with A. T. A. S, V. Ry. at. Katon and Preston with O. & S. Ry. at
the
K.
York
M. Abrahams, New
ferer, that there is yet one simple way
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M. and Cimarron & Northwestern at
City;
This work of the department of der arrest as a witness, and another
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following .station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
to
M.
certain relief. Get Dr. Snoop's
T.
Wood,
W.
Ala.;
Mobile,
Graham,
and Red Lakes, X. M.
theory at the Conservatory in Boston physician, threatened with arrest on
S. Buckman. V. M. Travis, book on Rheumatism and a free trial
F.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Denver;
an
the
of
illegal
a
charge
attempting
has been so notably successful that
Kakly Black Lakes, Cerro, Kliznbethtown. ,obo, Questa, Ranchos de Tuos, Red
A. C. Chandler Columbus; test. This hook will make it entirely
River City. Talpa, Taos and Twining.
kind of conservatory extension seem-- j operation, is the result of the eoro-e- Chicago;
clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly
S. C. Hanlon, Willard.
'Daily. 1'Fiag, tDaily except Sunday
death
to
the
held
ner's
inquest
probe
warranted. The scheme of applykilled by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic RemGregg.
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
E. J. DEDMAN,
whose
body
ins the experience gained at the music of Bertha May Thornton,
Sierra
William
J.
County;
edy liquid or tablets. Send no money.
Worden,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
school and on the general lecture plat wa snatched from the grave by off- R.
I. The test is free.
C.
L.
San
Cal.;
T
Diego,
Cross,
Surpriss some disM.
the
M.
N.
N.
N.
of
and
the law yesterday
Raton,
Raton,
Raton,
form to the education of the public in icers
M.
sufferer
heartened
Mo.;
Abrahams,
Weber
St.
by first getting for
matters of music has worked so well stciet of her sudden demise revealed New York Joseph,S. D.
him
the
Dr. Shoop, Racine,
book
from
Denver;
Monk,
City;
an
autopsy.
that the trustees of the music depart- by
Aaron Wall, City; T. M. Wood, Wis Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
denoune-men- t Mrs.
the
Not
than
less
startling
Boston
ment of the city of
have just
.
itself were the developments at- Denver; A. Stern, Kansas City; R. E.
written in their annual report:
.
C.
NOTICE.
Denver;
Fox,
Denver;
Curry,
"The success of the lecture feature tending the inquest, and had the court R.
W. Barnable, Bakersfield, Colo.; J. Department of Territorial Engineer..
offerhas been especially pronounced. In an proceedings been staged as an
H.
Number of application 448.
Smith, Albuquerque.
scenes
the
informal and discursive way Profes- - ing of the underworld
Coronado.
Santa Fe, N. M.. June 2, 1910.
revoltmore
could
been
(have
hardly
sor Elson has explained the structural
Sala-zarPablo
Alamosa:
Notice
is hereby given that on the
Walter
Carr,
and expressive forms of the different ing.
G. B. Scott, T. W 6th day of May, 1910, in accordance
Pinos
Wells;
confession
into
a
making
Trapped
El
From Santa Fe to
Paso, Bisbee,
instruments, analyzed the forms of the by the merciless
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
grilling of M. W. Pur-- i Scott and J. E. Scott, Stanley.
described the
classic compositions,
Douglas and all Points in New
1907, Benito Seiler of Kennedy, coun- the
district
assistant
ell,
attorney,
lives of the great composers and charRe- - ty of Santa Fe,
of
Nature's
Conservation
seThe
a
Territory of New
husband
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
gave
up
chilling
acterized their styles, and differentiat- voting
sources.
made an application to the
Mexico,
his
to
with
cret
he
that
bury
hoped
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
ed the scales, dances and folk songs of v
ife, and laid bare the suffering of her
Applies as well to our physical state , Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
various nations. His discourses have
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
as to material things. C. J. Budlong, jfor a permit to appropriate from the
moments.
'ast
lifted these concerts to the plane of
The wife, who was but a girl in Washington, R. I., realized his condi- public waters of the Territory of New
&
authoritative musical education."
El
years, was a party to the crime of in- tion, and took warning before it was Mexico.
To maintain its free concerts, infanticide, according to the husband, too late. He says: "I suffered severeSuch appropriation is to be' made
doors and out, the city of Boston ap- who, after he (had been
into ly from kidney trouble, the disease be- from Galisteo Arroyo at a point NW
goaded
a
not
propriates annually $15.000
stating the name of the physician, de- ing hereditary in our family. I have 4 of Sec. 4, T. 13 N., R. 9 E., by
large sum considering the enjoyment fended his own part in the crime by taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney ; means of diversion and 1 cu. ft. per
and instruction afforded to a very
dramatically asking his prosecutor Remedy, and now consider myself j' sec'., is to be conveyed to Sec. 4, T.
d
large number of people. About
what he would have done under the thoroughly cured. This should be a 13 N., R. 9 E., by means of ditches
of the amount is used for the same circumstances.
warning to all not to neglect taking and there used for irrigation of 90
indoor concerts, such as those at
For Rates and full information address
"What would you have done?" cried Foley's Kidney Remedy until it is too acres.
winter.
which Mr. Elson lectured last
Thornton from the witness stand. late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
The Territorial Engineer will take
A.
The average attendance is about 750, "My wife threatened to kill herself.
this
application up for consideration
equal to the seating capacity of the She lhad the carbolic acid to do the WILL REVISE CODE OF
on the 1st of Sept. 1910 and all perhalls used. The programs comprise act. What would you have done?"
jJG.F.&P. A.
DIPLOMATIC CEREMONY. sons who may oppose the granting of
El Paso Texas.
much of the world's best music, for It
His exclamations were the
the above amjlication must file their
has been discovered that the audiences
of a situation the like of which Enrique Creel Appoints
Section of objections substantiated with affidav-o- f
and
'
tire of cheap, trashy selections
never had been witnessed in the
Protocole to Have Charge of
its (pr0perly backed with application
that, especially after an explanation courts of this county. Thornton had
International Etiquette.
j
number,) with the Territorial Engin- of the works by the lecturer, they fenced with the district attorney till
' eer on or
before that date.
he could fence no more; had denied
really prefer the finer things.
Mexico City, June 11. Enrique C.
VERNON L. SLLLIVAN,
concerts
The scheme of operatic
and retracted until he was about Creel minister of foreign relations, in
'
Territorial Engineer,
will
adopted first by Boston has been fol- without recourse.
view of the fact that many nations
American
lowed in several other
Then w4ien the perspiration was send special representatives to this
cities, but the plan of an accompany- falling from his face, when his figure city during the centennial, which will HJflA V'G U flfW I IMI?
ing lecture service is still quite new. drooped in the witness chair and he be celebrated during the month of U UU
I D DiiVJli
Now that Its success is assured not un- seemed on the verge of collapse, Pur-ce- September nas created, ior me time
Prom
likely some of the hundreds of gradugraphically drew a picture of a being at least, the "Section of Proto-- j
ates of the New England Conserva- doctor's office, a sordid-lookinlittle cole.'"
BARRANCA TO TAOS
rrl,; ,lrt,,r,. Tvwi .irill 1,o,rn n vera ft
tory, many of them former pupils of office with the girl patient inside and
OUlh
Professor Elson, will be available for the husband calmly standing by and all the etinupttp and ceremonv of re- Meets DOin iVortn
similar service in their own home seeing a crime committed.
the
Bounds Trains.
ceptions, etc., consequent upon
Mrs. W. L. Sangerser, a neighbor of presence in tne city of representatives
towns.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Thornton, testified that a few days be- of other governments. It will be com-- ' the north bound train and arrives at
g
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min- fore Mrs. Thornton died the girl had posed of the first introducer or
at 7 p ' m '
utes sure with cne of Dr. Snoop's Pain told her of her trouble, and had men- bassadors, Rodolfo Nervo, Manuei
D
Sorter than any other
tioned that "they" (meaning herself Martinez del Campo, formerly of the'
Tablets. The formula is on the
TO
covered hack and ?ood
box. Ask your Doctor or Drug- and husband) "had tried everything, Mexican embassy in London, and Ro- - way- ! teama- gist about this formula! Stop woman- had even paid a doctor $5 for a bottle berto Taub.
wactceto
Mate paS- Beside the special duties which the
ly pains, headache, pains anywhere. of medicine, but that it was like
i
BeCoraforta-fcto
the
had
failed
ter
to
and
called
for
be
will
accomplish
free
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis.,
upon
and ,etu,n
department
Embudo
$2.65
trial to prove value. Sold by Stripling purpose, so she had submitted to an perform during the centennial, it will- !
Burrows Co.
take charge of a permanent revision '
operation."
"
"
Tres Piedras
4.55
i
Thornton, who had preceded Mrs. of the code of diplomatic ceremony,
Sangerser on the stand, denying that
"
ROUND TRIP
Antonito
6.30
INSTITUTE NOTES
any drug had 'been administered, admitted that medicine had been pur- cial representatives to Mexico for the
"
Chama
9.50
(Communicated.)
RATES
and centennial of independence are Ger-- '
chased from another physician
The fifth day of the institute. Mrs. that other medicine, a box of pills, had
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(Moderator Topics.)
Santa Fe, New Mexico, boasts of being the oldest city in America. The
claim is based on the founding of the
city by Coronado in 15(1; others
claim 1582, by Espejo. The name
Santa Fe was given it. by Spanish
monks in 1005. it certainly is an interesting and beautiful city. It is
situated on a plateau anions the
mountains 7,5iiil fe t above
Mountains look down upon it from
three sides. One has to ride but a few
minutes to reach a canon. High peaks
farther away make a jagged horizon
line. Water from melting snows and
mountains springs furnish an abundant
supply of "aqua pura."
The city has a population o about
s
of whom are Spanish
5,000.
Americans.
One may see here the new and the
old in close proximity. The long,
old adobe palace occupied by
the rulers for centuries stands on one
side of the pretty plaza with its green
across
grass and large trees; while office
and
stores
from it stand modern
buildings.
Opposite one corner of this plaza
is the old stopping place of the travelers by the famous Santa Fe trail. It
is a low, one story, adobe building,
now occupied by the "Santa Fe Trail
Curio Co."
In the center of the plaza stands a
the
plain monument commemorating
heroes who fell in Indian battles and
in the Civil war. The inscription for
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No.

(Continued
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20 to 60c a dz

20 to 60c a dz

wrappers from our Oranges setd
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver Piattd Orange Spoon.
Save

da

1

6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every luy, picked ripe shipped on ict, rice
flavor 15c, Everything tl e mai ktt floras in ve
&

getaDles
PMC

1.

I

11

F. ANDREWS

BSHESKSBSSSEffl'

SPECIAL
SALE

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THSM

ADOLF

From Page Five.)

4

GROCERY AND BAKERY
ORANGES

PERSONAL

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

The Misses Massie held their monthly evening at home last Saturday night
and semes of their friends called on
them between the hours of '8 and 11
m. The affair proved a musical
i.
treat. Mrs. Sargent and Miss Ethel
Church playing piano solos Miss Bet-ti- e
Massie violincello solos and Miss
Jessie Massie accompanied on the
piano. Mrs. Asplund read a southern
dialect story and A. B. Renehan recited an amusinb poem. The Rev. P. V.
Pratt sang two tenor solos and Miss
Cheshire two soprano solos. All of
the selections were very enjoyable
and the affair demonstrated tlhat
there is much talent in this city.
and Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince have left for New York and
Washington to spend several weeks.
At Washington, the
will
of
join the already notable crowd
statehood pushers there and which
includes lion. T. B. Catron who writes
in very sanguine terms about the
statehood outlook,
Curry who is quite positive that the statehood bill will go through; District Attorney E. C. Abbott Who is working
hard for statehood; Ira O. Wetmore
of Monterey, Colonel W. S. Hopwell
and others, who will be joined shortly by Governor Mills. Judge Edward
A. Mann, Colonel E. W. Dobson and
several others who were putting in
strong licks for statehood have returned home, not quite so hopeful as
those still at Washington.

TPics

Minor

(Continued From Page Two.)
Two Panthers Killed

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

Woman's'

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

Una

I

bLAba

HACK SERVICE

satisfaction
assured
s

corrick-- hack line
pop!? wees Noies

in

Otero Coun-

panther measuring nine feet and
another measuring six feet were killed near Newman, Otero county.
A

ty

sse'

Prop

and Saddle Horses

Board of Trade

A regu-

lar meeting of the Woman's' Board of
Trade will be held Monday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock at the public library.

Sold
Times
Denver
Thomas Patterson yesterday sold the
Denver Evening Times for $250,000 to
.Tared N. Husted, who will be its editor.
Board of Trade Meeting On next
Tuesday evening the Board of Trade
will hold its regular meeting at the
offices of the Santa Fe Water and
Light Company.
E. Baca Arrested for Wife Beating
E. Baca was arrested at Albuquerque
yesterday on complaint of his wife
that he had struck Iher over the head
causing a swelling of the scalp.
Arnot Resigns as President of Comtwenty-fou- r
mercial
Club Witlhin
hours after being elected president of
the Commercial Club at Albuquerque,
George Arnot resigned and insisted
that his resignation be accepted.
Franchise for Narrow Gauge Line

SATURDAY, JUNE

Armijo and
have
been
granted a
Reynolds
franchise by the town board of Las
Crims tor a two mile narrow gauge
railway to College Heights and

Isidoro

Prolate Cleric

Mcsilla

j

Park.

j
i

.Captain
Dwth Was Accidental
Fornoff of the territorial mount- d pclice is confluent alter thorough
;,mi tliut
t'ji,.,ir Cirthonricli
w
uhb-i.v- i.
or tue 1
mine , ai
..
i
KiTiv. Socorro county, was Kineu uy
an accidental tan down trie snail anu
was not the victim of foul play.
The
Baseball Game Tomorrow
Santa Fe Athletics and the Santa Fe
will play a ball game to-- ,
morrow fit Association Park. A good
game is expected as both teams are
playing fast ball. N. Baca will pitch
for the Athletics, while Ben Alarid
will be in the box for the Swastikas,
Assignment There was recorded in
the nrobate clerk's office the as-- ;
;.,mont mnHfl hv P P sturees. R. H.
Hauna, E. J. Schumann, J. C. McConn..
very, ran W. uwen, w. n. jverr,
.1. Crihton,
as trustees of the Mutual
Building and Loan Association, of alli
the contracts, mortgages and personal
iiroiiertv. the consideration being si.
Kindled Fire With Coal Oil Mrs.
Easterbrook at La Mesa, Dona Ana
county, poured coal oil on a smoulderresult
with
the
fire
in
her
stove,
ing
that the home is in ashes and she is
dying from her burns. Her son, Frank
was also fatally burned, and a neigh- bor, named Schaeffer, who tried to ex- tinguish the flames, was also badly injured.
Accidental Shooting at San Marcial
Lee

Stanley

accidentally

shot

the probate clerk there are records
various real estate trans- There is a warranty deed
Capital Land and Townsite
to Ella T. Willis, of Snyder,
Okla., for lots 18 and 19 in block 9 on
Bishop's Heights. The consideration
was $30.
There was also the war-- ;
ranty deed from Marcelino Garcia and
his wife to Juan G. Sena for a house
and lot in precinct 4, the considera- tion being $160. The articles of incor- poration of the Mutual Building anfl
61

today of
actions.
from the
Company

;.'

---

0--

fori-r.ia-

Charles Evans at San Marcial this
week,
inflicting a serious wound.
Evans had been out and returning at
night crept into Stanley's tent. The
latter thinking a wild animal was
prowling about took a shot at the in
truder, the bullet passing through the
chest of the boy.
. .
Two Marriage Licenses Probate
Clerk Armijo today issued two mare
riage licenses, and both of the brides-to-bwere under 20. One was "sweet
sixteen." The seekers of the licenses
were lone Frampton of Bonanza, who
gave her age as 19 and Flavio Narvaez
of Cerrillos, frho said he was 23 years
old; Lydia cartons, agea it, or
and Burt Scott, aged 24, of Hyer. The
June license business is not so heavy
as might be expected considering that
June seems to be the month set aside
for weddings.
In the office
Real Estats Business

Loan Association which have been Misses M. Marks, M. McEniry, M.
filed with the territorial
Ginniss.
secretary
were also aied in the office of Probate "Calanthe Waltz"
Abe Holzman
Cierk Armijo.
Violin Solo
Miss K. McGinniss
Has Ooened
Dental Office Dr. R. i
'
.11S5 Jl. .utumuios
Aluion Leonard has opened a dental, "il Trovatore"
Melnotte
office in the Catron block. Dr. Leon- - hisses R. Bennett M
d
M
Murphy
aid came here from Boston, a year.
Ardle, M. McEniry, V Anaya, L.
and a half ago, to live the remainder, Lorenzo," M McGinnis E Mark's.
'
..."
nf i nnecuauon nf ibis lift- - in
climate
... thp sHorions
rne
of the Vio-Soul
rMiusiuue
uie
sramiaicu
Jln
Miss K. McGinniss
...
.. v. nni
i i...:..,.....:...
ir.
iium nana
iiiiveisnj ufuai atuuui "Merrily I Roam"
Bailey
twelve years ago. and established his
The Seniors.
unable
was
in
but
Boston,
practice
"Robin Hood"
Reginald de Koven
to stand the rigors of New England
of Gold Medals.
Awarding
s
climate. He is an enthusiastic
"Witches Dance"
Wallace
er for Santa Fe, has invested in real
E. Marks, M. McGinniss.
Misses
estate here and firmly believes in a "Till We Meet
Again"
Bailey
bright future for the ancient city.
Chorus.
Mc-jYe-

..,,

!..,;,.

11, 1910.
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COMMENCEMENT

j

EXERCISES.
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(Continued
Emma

Josephine

Hercelia Bradbury
Patty Bradbury

Alice

uatnenne aicraiiry

"V'"- -

Myi

"r
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MONEY AND METALS.
New York, June 11. Lead and cop
per nominally unchanged; silver 53
New York, June 11. Call money
1.1naner 3
nominal: nrime
"
"

-

..

.

.

;'

,

N. Y. C. 115
Atch. 103
Read- U. P. 169
8
151; S. P. 120
ing
ran
Steel 76
pfd. 115
Gurule
..
.Helen
Grief
Fairy
GRAIN. POKK. LARD AND RIBS
"If Yo Won't Be Good to Me"
11. Wheat July
June
Mariam Welvart, Lucy Mae Bobinson. 92 Chicago,
89 2 &
Sept.
Pantonine "Bring Flowers"
Corn July 3S
Sept. 583-- 8
Thirteen Little Girls.
(a
Bird"
"The Telephone-TelegrapOats July 36
Sept. 34
Miss Rosina Bergere.
Pork
22.50;
July
Sept. 21.82
E. Hoist
"Sleeping Beauty".
12.25.
Lard
12.30;
July
Sept.
Misses E. Kitchen, A. Kitchen, H.
12.32
Ribs July 12.82
Sept.
M.
Dougherty,
Gurule, P. Mirabal,
WOOL MARKET
T. Castillo, A. Lucero. J. Ortiz.
St. Louis! June 11. Wool steady;
Evening Program.
territory and western mediums 16
'fine mediums 16W17; fine 12
The evening program is as follows: (d2l
(a 14.
"Voices of the Night" Chorus
g Glover
LIVESTOCK.
C Merz
.,v ,
Kansas City, June 11. Cattle ReEleeant"
Misses M Murphy, M. Schroeder, H. ceipts 300, including 200 southern
Native
steersr $5.608.50;
Gurule, R. Bennett, M. Dougherty, steers.
southern
southern steers $4.50(gS;
J. Bouvet.
cows $3.50; native cows and heifers
Awarding of Diplomas.
to eighth $3.25 7.80; stockers and feeders $4.25
Awarding of Diplomas
6.40; bulls $55.85; calves $48.50;
grade and for proficiency in writing.
western
Holzman western steers $5.50friS.25;
"Loveland Waltzes'"
cows
M.
$S8.50.
K.
Violins Misses
McGinniss,
Market
Receipts 500.
Hogs
Gormley, M. Rudulph, F. Anaya, B.
steady. Bulk $9.359.45; heavy $9.40
White.
9.45; packers and butchers $9.35
Piano Miss M. McGinniss.
9.45; light $99.32
pigs $S.90(ff
Indian Huntress Drill"
9.10.
Lake
Recitation "A Storm on
Miss Juanita Sena
Michgan"
CALL FOR BIDS.
E. Hoffman
"Mocking Bird"
Bids will be received by the Board
Misses M McGinniss, E. Marks, F.
Anaya, J. Bouvet. W. Comer, M. of Education of the City of Santa Fe
Rudulph, M. Needham, M. McEniry, for the painting of the outside wood
M. McArdle.
work of the high school building and
"Ave Maris Stella"
Meininger the Second Ward school building beVocal Class
fore the 4th day of July, 1910.
"Grande Valse de Concert'" ..
P.ids will also be received by the
Rive-Kin- g
Board of Education of the City of
j
Misses M. McEniry M. Rudulph, M. Santa Fe, for pebble dashing the Second "Ward school building, before the
McGinniss, E. Marks.
'
"American Flag Drill"
4th day of July, 1910.
Misses.
Twenty-fou- r
AH bids to be addressed to the un"I Dreamt"
Wetmon and Shira dersized.
Vocal Solo Miss'M. McGinnis.
The board reserves the right to re- i
Piano Miss E. Marks.
ject any or all bids.
DR. J. H. SLOAN,
j
Rhapsodie Sur La Juive"
Chairman Building Committee.
Theodore LackTiAin..

Pormon
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Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to our
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
- - - the friendship. - COOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns Some

Sinjirt!
I

Snappy!

11

II

You
BEAUTIES IN NECKWEAR.
find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement

that is so different from the ordinary.
UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for

Summer.

snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - -

Different!

COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS in many
handsome patterns.

COME, SEE!

w

All sizes.

CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.

Guaranteed Hosiery.

-

-

-

We can't begin to tell you of the exclusive and
rich Summer Toggery, we are now showing.
The Store

Santa Fe,

of Quality

New Mexico

-

-

